ON LOAD GEARS

33 KV OUTDOOR
PCVCB TYPE VS36
TECHNICAL DATA:

Technical Details:
Breaker type VS36 is an outdoor, 33kV, porcelain
clad vacuum circuit breaker. The standard breaker is
provided with 8NO+8NC auxiliary contacts(additional
contacts can be provided as required). For the
manual close/open breaker operations Push buttons
are provided. The Pole units comprising vacuum
interrupter and other insulating rods are filled with
Nitrogen at 0.5 kg. pressure to prevent surface
tracking. Easy installation and high reliability adds
advantage to this breaker. The breakers are designed
having provisions for double trip coil and series trip
coil arrangement.
The important features of this breaker are:
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design suitable for 100000 (one hundred
thousand) Operations.
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independent support under all the 3 Interrupters
eliminates Pole discrepancy
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First pole to clear factor
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Construction Details:
The breaker is normally supplied in two parts. The upper
part consists of pole and operating mechanism and the
lower part is a fabricated structure to give required ground
clearance for live parts. The three phase poles of the
breaker are mounted on a strong Box steel frame, under
which is mounted an operating mechanism. These phase
poles contain a vacuum interrupter, housed within
porcelain housing and immediately below the contact
compression spring, the whole of this assembly is
connected to a linear drive flat by an insulated rod. The
drive flat is driven by the stored energy of the spring
charged mechanism. The operating mechanism, besides the
manual and emergency trip operation facilities, also has
solenoid coils for remote operations through protective
relays. Two mechanically driven flags are provided for
showing the operating status of the breaker (i.e. ON/OFF),
and the status of the closing springs (i.e. Free/charged).
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